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ABSTRACT

A new scale invariant parametrization of single particle inclusive

spectra in hadron-hadron collisions is proposed. The variable introduced

goes over to the well-known scaling variables » = 2-pz/Ja and
 x = 2p A/7

in the high-pz and high-pT limits, respectively. Some "critical" surfaces

are found in the phase space of produced particles, which determine the

boundary of the regions with significantly different characteristics (in

particular, angular distributions) of generated particles. In one of these

two regions a naive statistical model seems to be in good agreement with

the data, whereas it does not work in the other region.
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The study of single-psirticle inclusive processes i o hadron-hadron

interactions remains one of the most simple and effective tools for the study

of dynamics of multiple production of secondaries at high energies. The basic
2)

ideas of the limiting fragmentation hypothesis and those of the parton

model and the principle of automodelity(scale invariance) for strong inter-
Li)

actions have been formulated in this way. QCD predictions for high-p^

reactions seem to he in satisfactory agreement with experiments (see, e.g.

Ref.5 and references therein)-

An important role in establishing many properties of hadron-hadron

interactions is played by the choice of kinematic variables for the study of'

corresponding observable quantities. The variables which are commonly used

are the following: the Feynman y^ = 2^/Js , rapidity y = | Jin t (Ec+p£)/(E°-

transverse scaling variable JL = 2p /i/s^etc. In the ease of azimuthai

symmetry the curves of constant xJs are the straight lines p = x_,Vs?2, the

curves of constant y ' s are the hyperbolB

fc*M-
the curves of constant \ ' s are t n e straight lines p = x^fs/2 etc. in the

Peyrou plot (p^.p^)-

Here we propose a new scale and Lorentz-invariant variable for the

parametrization of single-particle inclusive distributions, the properties

of which are described below.

Consider an arbitrary U-vector p

front" variables '
and introduce the "light

± P, (1)

Hote that if It-momentum p is on the mass shell (p = m }, then the

combinations (p JPIJ), where (p_ = (p,>P~)} determine a horospherical co-
2 + 2 2

ordinate system on the corresponding mass-shell hyperboloid p. - p = m

(see, e.g. Refs.T and 8).

Let us construct the scale invariant variables.

(2)

•) Similar variables turned out to be very convenient in the study of

relativistic composite systems
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in terms of 'i-moment a p" , p , p of the particles a,b,c entering the inclusive

reaction

a + b -t c + X

(the z-axis is taken to be a collision axis, i.e. p z = p ).

One can easily see that 5 variables are invariant under the Lorentz

transforamtions along the collision axis. It is interesting to note that

combinations like (2) appear in studying the scale transformations in the theory

The

with fundamental length 12)

In terms of (£ ,p ) variables the invariant differential cross-section

looks as follows (assuming azimuthal symmetry)

c d° da

dp*
(3)

It is interesting to note the properties of £"" variables in some limiting

cases. Let us choose now a centre-of-mass system where

(E ± paf
•• ±

The upper sign is used for the right-hand hemisphere and the lower sign for the

left-hand hemisphere.

Consider two limiting cases:

i) [pc] >> p - fragmentation region, according to the common
terminology.

In this case we have

ii) p^ » yl - large pT-region.

In this case

(5)

£.~ variables Eire related to xF, x^ and y as follows:

mT = PT + "^

The region

is kinematically forbidden for the E,
c^

p , and the region

(T)

(8)

(9)

spectra integrated over all values of

(10)

is kinematically forbidden for the £* spectra at fixed values of p£ . How

do the data look in this new representation? We give here some examples of

5 spectra in hadron-hadron collisions . Experiments'described In Refs.l6-l8.

The t distributions have two principal features which make them

differ from corresponding x distributions: i) existence of some forbidden
. F

region around the point % = 0 (cross-section vanishes in this region
<: m Ijs), ii) existence of maxima for all distributions in the region of

(see Fig.l).considerably small £ =

In order to study the nature of these maxima we investigated the angular

and distributions of the TT

at 40 GeV/c in the regions Irl < Ir
mesons produced in the reaction rr~p

and r-\ separately. The

results for ;r mesons are shown in Fig.2. The angular distribution of particles

with \i~\ > \E,~~\ is sharply anisotropic in contrast to the almost isotropic

distribution of particles with \(,~\ < JEr|

distributions differ greatly. The average values

also differ substantially.

We note that the curves of constant

parabolas

In addition, the slopes of p -

?_"^ in these two regions

in the Peyrou plot are the

(6) (11)

Thus in these two limiting regions our variables % go over to the well-known

variables xF and x which are extensively used in . high-energy physics.

-3-

Therefore the curves

(12)
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separate ̂ n tlle Phase space two groups of particles with significantly

different characteristics. Let us call these curves and corresponding values

(T "critical" by analogy with the critical values of thermodynaaic parameters

at which phase transitions occur.

For futher analysis of inclusive reactions in the "light front"

variables we introduce a new kinematic variable

to \C U3)

where as in the previous case the upper sign refers to the particles with

Pg > 0 and the lower sign refers to the particles with B£ < 0 i n 'the

centre-of-mass system.

The experimental data for invariant differential cross-sections y -~^

in the reaction i p + J + X ^ t j and kQ GeV/c are shown in Fig,3. The

maxima are also observed in these distributions at ?* = 1r" . However, the

region |£ | < |C | goes over to the region |? | > ]{, \ and vice versa,

Hotice that in the regions \$~\ > \%~\ the experimental distributions

for the two values S and S of the square of to ta l energy in the centre-

of-mass system (which corresponds to the momenta of the incident TT~ mesons

at 5 and itO GeV/c, respectively) are almost parallel curves which are separated

from each other by the distance

| Jin (HO

on the r, scale. It would be of great interest to verify this relationship

for other energies and other generated particles. We will discuss these

problems elsewhere. It is also very interesting to study such distributions

in inclusive electro- and weak-production processes, in inclusive e e —

annihilation and in inclusive nucleus-nucleus processes.

On the same footing, the inclusive reaction

TT + X (15)

at 22.lt GeV/c of incident momentum has been studied. The spectra of charged

particles have been statistically separated (for the details of experiment

see Ref.19).

Similar features of the data are observed. But in the reaction (13)

it is sufficient to study only one of two hemispheres due to the CP symmetry

of the reaction (13) (see

To describe the spectra in the region £ < Z the Boltzmann

f(E) ~ e" E / T
(16)

and the Bose-Einstein
21)

flE) ~ (eE/T - I)" 1
(17)

distributions have been used.

The distributions -

as follows: *

a n d 1 S" lQ°k in this region
dcos©

2max

f(E) apf; , (i8a)

do Pz

*4 <y
(18b)

where

2max
PT

(18c)

(19a)

(19b)

pmax = \_l+js 3 i n 6 + JiT/^f - m2 sin2ej/sin2e . (19c)

1 da do
The experimental distributions ^ -^r , —sr

TT -. + <L

da
d cose

in the region

C <1+ have been fitted by the expressions (18a), (18b) and (l8c),

respectively. The results of the fit given in Table I and Figs.5-7 show a

rather good agreement with experiment.

In the region

by the formula

the p distribution — 5 - has been fitted

-6-



da

and the £, distribution "by the formula

(20)

(21)

Hote that in the region E. •* 1 this parametrization goes over to the well-known

quark-parton model prediction (l-x)n with x = x̂ , = 2pz7 ,/i" (see e.g. Ref.22).

The results of the fit are given in Table II and Figs.5 and 6. Since the

dependence (1-x) , which is derived for x —f 1, describes the data qualitatively

even in the region x -*0 (where it must not work!), tut the dependence (19)

differs significantly from data in the region of small £, (where it must

differ!), one can think that the analysis of data in terms of £ and £*

variables can be more crucial to the choice of various multi-component models

of many-body production at high energy (see, e.g. Ref.23).

±
Thus the spectra of i\ mesons in the region < E, are satisfactorily

described by the formulas which follow from the statistical model. The same

formulae when extrapolated to the region E. > % (see Fig.5) differ

significantly from the data. On the other hand the dependence (l - t, ) n is

in good agreement with experiment in the region £ > £ and differs from it

in the region
f

It is interesting to remember a similar situation in the study of black

body radiation. There the Wien formula describes the low frequency part of

the spectrum and does not describe the high frequency part, whereas the situation

is reversed in the case of the Rayleigh-Jeans formula (see, e.g. Ref.2!(). To

illustrate this in Fig.8 the black-body radiation intensity according

to the Wien, Rayleigh-Jeans and Planck formulas are plotted against the

dimensionless variable x = ftu/kT.
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1 to
7 ^

do

*4
do

dcosS

T^GeV/c)

Bose-
Einstein

0.131* t.

o.ooi*

0.110 ±
0.001

0.091 ±
0.003

Bolt zmann

0.119 ±

0.003

0.105 t
0.001

0.086 ±

0.003

X2/N

Bose-
Einstein

10
8

XO
8

16
7

Boltzmann

12
& '

8

e

7

Table II

•

do

i. $3-
1T +

a

0.8 ± 0.3

-

8 1
(GeV/c)'2

6.0 ± 0.1

-

92

(GeV/c)"2

2.8 t 0.3

-

n

-

.3-7 t 0.1

X2/H

hi
29

1
9
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Fig.3
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

distributions for IT mesons in the reaction

- +
ii p + « S at 5 and 40 GeV/c. Experiments are described in

Eefs.l6 to 18.

Angular distributions in the centre-of-mass (a) and p distri-

butions (b) for Tt mesons from the reaction TT p •+ TI X at 1*0 GeV/e

with < \l± (•) and > [ i r | ( X ) . The number of

events in corresponding intervals of cos9 and p are plotted

along the y-axis.

— —— distributions for if mesons in the reaction TT p + i X

at 5 and 1*0 GeV/c.

+
- ~ —— distribution for v mesons in the reaction pp •* IT JC

at 22.4 GeV/c.

— -~ distribution for IT mesons in the reaction pp •* irTC

at 22.1* GeV/c.

fit of the data in the region t < %, by the Bose-
Einstein distribution

+ ̂ î>
,_, ,_ fit of the data in the region 5 < £ by the

Bolt'imann distribution

— — — fit of the data in the region E > £ by the
formula (l - £ + ) n .

— ~ distributions for IT mesons in the reaction pp + TT~X at

22T14 GeV/c in the regions 5* < I* { J) and £+ > %* ( J )

fit of the data in the
Einstein distribution

< £ region by the Bose-.

_ ._ . fit of the data in the region £ < E by the
Boltzmann distribution

fit of the data in the region $ > 1 by
formula (18).

- ^ — distributions for JT mesonD in the reaction pp -+ if X

at 22.1* GeV/c in the regions £ < £, ( o) and £ > 5 ( ? )

fit of the data in the region
Bose-EInstein distribution

by the

t fit of the data in the region K < 5 by the
Boltzmann distribution.

Black-body radiation intensity as a function of X «"!iii)/kT

_ , _ , ,

~ x2 dx (WienJ

x (

dE ~ x3 (eX-l) dx. (Planck).
tti

e"x dx (Rayleigh-Jeans)
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